
 

 

Dobrovlje   39 km      1090 m     3:30  h 
MTBSlovenia.net 

no. m km direction 

1 315 0 
follow the road parallel to small 
stream between the church (old yellow 
frontage) and the farm (West); 50 m of 
asphalt, then macadam  

2 340 0,63 take right, follow more bitten track 

3 400 1,17 take the road by the farm  

4 495 2,78 by hunters' lodge, then take more bitten 
track on the right 

5 510 3,01 left (sign “Čreta”); always follow the 
main cart track  

6 815 5,98 turn  left by small chapel as points the 
sign “Vransko, Čreta” 

7 910 7,05 follow bitten cart track 

8 880 7,75 take left and upwards (crossing 
with huge sign-post “Čreta, Sv. Katarina”)

9 920 8,78 further by the church; after 100 m 
on the first split take right 

10 915 9,80 left (crossing) 

11 1015 12,03 follow the only cart track  

12 945 13,92 at the crossing take left and 
upwards 

13 1000 14,78 right (it is hard to notice a little sign “sv. 
Jošt”) 

14 1020 15,03 a track starts to descend towards a farm 
and a church  

15 955 16,48 follow the only (slightly descending) track 

16 900 16,91 follow more bitten track 

17 840 18,43 straight (the road splitting radically left 
would take you to the valley) 

18 825 19,11 straight 

19 710 21,52 straight by antenna towers 

20 635 22,25 take right, as points the sign “Čreta, 
Kraple, Jagovnik” 

21 665 23,46 follow the right serpentine; sign “Čreta” 

22 775 24,42 left at the farm 

23 750 25,08 right (sign “Završnik”) 

24 770 25,51 follow more bitten track by the sign 

25 755 25,56 take left descending serpentine 

26 630 27,51 our track joins a better macadam road,  
turn right 

27 770 28,97 right 

28 785 29,12 left and downwards by the farm  

29 770 29.35 left and downwards the 
asphalt road   

30 700 30,51 ATTENTION! take the FIRST 
split to the right 

31 720 30,72 
by the road-block through  a 
hay-loft, than join a marked trail 
(follow the red and white marks to no. 33)

32 685 31,06 
cross a cart track then upwards the 
meadow with tension to the left; then 
through the village 

33 720 31,96 at the fire station take the ascending 
asphalt road 

34 730 32,51 at the crucifix turn radically right 

35 680 33,31 
keep descending by two farms; at the 
second farm, the road ends and nice cart 
track starts 

36 665 33,90 turn radically left to poor 
conditioned cart track 

37 650 34,69 at the crossing of temporary forest tracks 
choose the one that leads downwards 

38 575 35,79 a track widens to a cart track; follow it 

39 510 36,57 
a track joins known (from the starting 
ascent of our trip) macadam road; turn 
left and downwards 

40 485 37,06 

ATTENTION! on the second 
right turning leave the main 
road via the cart track on the 
left  (100 m earlier there is a similar right 
turning with a splitting cart track turning 
left; there is a sign “grad Žovnek” and a 
cart track is very bad conditioned; don’t 
go that way!) 

41 475 37,11 right 

42 440 37,35 

a meadow at the bottom of the gorge; 
turn left downwards the 
meadow, than on the right 
side find a slightly 
descending singletrack which 
leads to the forest 

43 380 37,91 a singletrack joins a cart track; go 
downwards 

44 375 37,98 turn left near the house, then 
find a descending track in the forest 

45 350 38,24 downwards a cart track 

46 340 38,57 join a macadam road and turn left 

47 315 39,20 starting point 

 
 


